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Evidence for a K''.(1320) Resonance 

·-
Benjamin C. Shen, Ian Butterworth, Chumin Fu, 

Gerson Goldhaber, Sulamith Goldhaber, and George H. Trilling 

Department of Physics and. Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Un~versity of California, Berkeley, California 

July 18, 1966 

ABSTRACT 
... 

It is suggested that the broad K''' (890)11" enhancement from 1.15 

I 
to 1.55 BeV is a complex phenomenon consisting of at least three parts: 

kinematic enhancement via the Deck mechanism, a possible new K~:~ 
,·~ 

resonance at 132.0 MeV, and an alte.rnate decay mode of the K' (1430). 

·'• 
It is further speculated that the A

1
, K''~(1320), D and E mesons could 

be the members of a nonet. 
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Evidence for a K;:~(.132.0) Resonancet 

Benjamin C. Shen, Ian Butterworth, :f. Chumin Fu, 
Gerson Goldhaber, Sulamith Goldhaber, ~:~::~and George _~:. Trilling 

Department of Physics and Law-::ence Radi?.tion Laboratory 
University of California~ Berkeley, California 

July 18, 1966 

In a study of the reactions: 

+ ·0 0 + Kp--K'11'1Tp 

~ + - + K'p_..K 1T 1T p 

(1) 

(2) 

::e · 1-5 
at 4.6 BeV/c, we find that the K (890)r. enhancement ~n the mass re~ 

. gion ~ .• 15 to 1.55 Be·\;- is a complex phenomenon ·with definite structure 

proba:)ly consisting of at least three distinct effects: 

(a) a broad kinematic enhancement (eo g., Deck effect)6 

...... ...r. 

(b) indications of a new resonance - K··-(1320)- K'''(890) + 'll' or 

p + K 
... 

(c) an alternate decay mode of the K., .. (1t430) resonanr;e into 
... 

K •.. (8 90} + -rr. 

2 3 
In our preliminary data for this phenomenon ' we found all the 

.... 
ear marks of a kinematic enhancement, i.e., (i) alignment of the K .... {as 

expected for one -pion _exchange), 
7 

(ii} isotropy of the Treiman- Yang 

angle at the K::e vertex~ (iii) "narrow" .6. 
2 (K~~) distribution, and (iv) angu-

+ lar distribution at the nucleon vertex consistent with elastic 1T p scattering. 

However, with improved statistics we have established a sharp and dis-
... 

tinct peak at M(K····1T)::: 1320±10 MeV, r = 80±20 MeV which appears too 

narrow and too far of£ the leading edge of the enhancement to be caused 

by the Deck effect •. Furthermore, we find by confining ourselves to 

' * * ' narrow K 1T mass bands that the alignment of the K changes distinctly 

2 * . * and that the A (K ) distribution broadens considerably as the K 1T mass 
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traverses the "1320-MeV" region. We also find that a considerable 

fraction of the 1320-MeV peak tends to decay into K'TT'a 'TT'b in a configura-
. ...~ 

tion such that the K and 'TT' form a K'', while 'TT' and 'TT'b form a p. The ques-a a 
* . . 

tion whether the "K (1320) phenomenon" is a kinematic enhancement or 

meson is thus resolved in that both features appear to be present. By 

comparison with the reaction 

+ 0 + K p- K 'TT' p, (3) 

we find that our observed ratio 

R = [ K~:c (1430} - K~:( (890) + 'TT' }/[ K* (1430) - K + 'TT'] (4) 
. I . . 8 

is consistent with the value R = 0.6 predicted by Glashow· and Socolow. 

0 1...:r experiment was carried out in the Brookhaven National 

Laboratory's 80-in.· bubble chamber exposed to a 4.6-BeV/c separated 

+ .. 
K beam at the A. G. S. The analysis was. carried out primarily with the 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory's Flying Spot Digitizer (FSD). 

We have apalyzed 669 events of reaction (1), 2324 events of 

re;:tction (2), and 429 events of reaction (3), as well as 150 events of the 

reaction 

+ 0 + + K p- K 'TT' 'TT' n. (5) 
.. :!c :!! 

Reactions (1), (2), and (3) all lead to K (890) and K (1430) production. 

Figure 1 shows the triangle plot for reaction (2) as well as the K'T!' mass 
, .. 

projections for reactions (2) and (3). In Fig.· 2 we show the K.,.'TT mass 

distribution in 20-MeV intervals for reactions (1) and (2) combined. Here 

* 9 the appropriate N was removed in each case. Two distinct mass peaks . 
centered at 1320 and 1430 MeV on top of a broad enhancement can be 

clearly distinguished. The shaded region corresponds to the estimated 

~( 10 ):( 
contribution from the K (1430) resonance. The number of K (1430) 

events decaying via the K::('TT mode were estimated from our observed 
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:::·::.:::(1.430) production rate in reaction- (3) and the ratio (4) by use of the 

2.pp:~opriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The curve shovvn in 1?ig~ 2 

-::or~esponds to the calculations by Maor and 0 1 Halloran :for the Deck 

inec~1anism.· 11 The curve is normalized to the ex?erhnental height at 

·'· 1220 MeV - the computed position of the kinematic peak in the K.,.'rr mass 

distribution. It is note·.Northy that this kinexnatic mass peak lies about 

100 .MeV below our observed. peak 2.'.: 1320 MeV. Figure 3, a and b gives 

the s<:..me distribution for re<-::.ctions (1) and (2) separately. In Fig. 3, c 

·': 
and d we illustrate another feature of the K'' (1320) peak. He:!:e in Fig. 

! 

3c we have taken out the p band [ M(rr·rr) == 68~ :o 840 MeV]. As may 

-~ 
be noteC., the K'' {i320) peak nearly disappears in this case. Figure 3d 

shows th·,~ complementary information corresponding to the selection of 
... 

events in the p band which then gives a strong K.,. (1320) peak. This 

:·:! 
evidence suggests ~~hat the K {1320} peak has a decay mechan!,.sm leading 

·'·· 
to a large extent to both K.,, +iT and p + K in the final stateo At first sight 

... 
this result makes it tempting to consider the K'''(1320} as a consequence 

... 
of simultaneous K.,. and p formation. However on a more careful 

consideration of the range of K'!frr masses that can be formed, there is 

no obvious reason why this type of phenomenon should give rise to such 

a sharp peak in the K~rr system .• 12 We are thus inclined to cons:i.de1· our 

. * . result as evidence for a resonance, with the simultaneous K and p 

formation a consequence of either constructive interference between 

the two decay cham;.1els or final-state interaction a!l?-ong the three bosons~ 
.... 

This feature is very reminiscent of the preponderance of double -K''' · 

formation in the decay of the E(1420) meson to KK'!f, 13 although in that 

instance the situation is complicated by the presence of a KK en-

hancemento 
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. . * . 
A further property of the K {1320) peak is illustrated in Fig. 

, .. 
3, e n.nd f. Here we made use of the K ·· alignment expected for the Deck 

... 
mechanism to partially separate it from the K"-(1320) peak. Let us 

... 
consider the Krr scattering angle a.KK in the K ... center of mass. Align-

~e 
ment of the K on the OPE model corresponds to an angular distribution 

2 
of the form cos a.KK. Thus to select events corresponding preferentially 

to the Deck effect, we consider the K\r mass distribution for the "polar'' 

events, i.e~, with the restriction I cosa.KK l ~ 0.8. This gives a sample 
J 

containing -1/2 of these events. Similarly the restriction I cosa.KK I< 0.8 
I 

which selects the "equatorial" events gives a sample depleted, by a factor 

of - 2, of events corresponding to the Deck effect. Figure 3, e ·and f . . 
shows the K.,.1T mass distribution with the above two complementary 

restrictions imposed. The curves are the same as that in Fig. 2 with 

only the factor 1/2 in the normalization. As may be noted by comparison 

with the calculated curves, the events in Fig. 3e correspond primarily to 

·'· the Deck effect, while Fig. 3f shows the K ... (1320) above a considerably 

reduced background. The applicability of such a partial separation 
... 

depends of course on differences in the K ... alignment for the two effects 

considered. That such differences indeed exist is illustrated in Fig.· 4a, 
... 

where we show the distribution in cosa.KK for various cuts in the K.,.1T 

* mass. As may be noted the two intervals with mass below the K {1320) 

band show a strong cos
2

a. coinponent consistent with the kinematic en-

hancement hypothesis. The character of the distri~ution changes dis-

* tinctly .as we reach the K (1320) band. This is also true of the corre-

sponding L'l
2 

(K'::) distribution shown in Fig; 4b. In Fig. 4c we show the 

L'l
2

{p)[= L'l
2

(K'::1T)]distribution." As may be noted this distribution peaks at 

low L'l
2 

values in the region of the .1320 MeV mass band. 
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To obtain information on the I spin of the K~::(1320), '\Ve have 

':<+ + looked for a K 'IT enhancement in reaction (5). No such enhanc~ment 

14 ~ 
cccurs in the 1320 MeV mass band. . This indicates that K .. (1320) is a 

T = 1/2. state. * + We have also looked for the K (1320) decay into K + !J) • 

.L4 
For the rat'~ of this decay mode, we find a limit of 6 ~ 6 o/o of that of the 

K'\·:· decay mode. 

Having established t"ne abov-~ factual feaL::::-es we now indulge in 

so~~ pure speculations. In view of the simila:r~ty between the phenornena 

observed here and the A1 ~ A
2 

phenomena, it is tempting to interpret the 

A
1 

also as a resonance 
15 

belonging to the same SU(3) octet as the K'~ (1320). 

The building up of a new nonct around the A 1 has been very 

popul~r during the past two years 1 and we do not attempt to refer here to 

all the p:;,~ers on this subject. Applying the Gell-Mann..Okubo formula in 

:;c 
the mass -Eq-'.:. ··cd form to the A 1 and K (1320) gives a mass for the 

isotopic singlet member of the octet of M
8 

= 1390 MeV. Our association 

~~ 
of the K (1320) rather than C (1215) with the A

1 
has the merit that the 

~: 
A 1 and K (1320) are produced in the same pseudoscalar +baryon _,.. 

A 1 nonet +baryon reaction, while ·c (1215) has been observed only in 

pp annihilations at rest~ 16 
The D(1286)

17 
and E(1420)

13
' 

17 
_could then 

conceivably be the two isotopic singlets that complete the A 1 nonet. Both 

of these are produced via pseudoscalar + baryon reactions as well as in 

pp annihilations. If we accept this hypothesis, it gives a mixing angle 

for the two singlets of e = 28 ± 8 deg. Following the procedure of 
I 

8 Glashow and Socolow, we .can compute the expected decay rates for the 

various members of the postulated A 1_ nonet assmning a decay into 

vector + pseudoscalar. The resulting de'cay widths are given in Table I. 

f:--::"!r;~ 
.\,~\..:•\'< 
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As to the spin-parity value for the A 1 nonet, we have no new informa-

1+ 'b -tion at present. The values and poss1 ly 2 have been most often 

considered and are consistent With the available data. The decay widths 

2 
in Table I have been computed for a phase space of the form p/M , 

which implies an s -wave decay for the A
1 

nonet, i.e., Jp = 1 +. 

There is one flaw in this argument, namely, the D mass lies 

""' b.elow threshold for decay into K···K. Thus the simple phase space form 

we have used is not applicable to the D meson. To account for the ob-

served D decay width - if it is indeed as broad as stated - one would 

have to invoke the presence of SU(3) breaking effects, nk.mely the KK 

interaction for which evidence exists in the D and E meson decays. 

We wish to thank R. Shutt and the 80-in. bubble chamber crew 

at Brookhaven National Laboratory; the AGS crew and D. Rahm for 

helping with our run at Brookhaven; the FSD crew under H. S. White 

and our own scanning and computing staff at Berkeley; and J. Dash, 

S. Hagopian, and W. S. Little, who participated in various stages of the 

experiment. We also wish to thank H. J. Lipkin and S. Meshkov for 

helpful discussions. 
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-~ 
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'T1'
0

) inK'' 0 

+ *++ + *+ band withM('TT' p) outside N band or M(K0 'T!' ) inK band with 

... 
10. For the K'''(1430) contribution we employed a simple Breit-Wigner 

·shape centered at 1430 MeV with r = 80 MeV. This is shown both 

as the shaded insert in Fig. 2 and how it would affect the distribution 
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12. Note however that in a seminar presented at the Latin-American 

School of Physics, Caracas, Venezuela: July 1966, C. Sommerfield 

reported on work by F. S. Chen-Cheung and himself on calculations of 

overlapping resonances in the Lee model. This work shows that - at 

least in the framework of the Lee model - two. such overlapping 

resonance bands can give rise to a kinematic enhancement in the three 

particle system without actually producing a three particle resonance •. 

It is not clear at present how this effect might translate into a realistic 

physical situation~ On the o:her hand C. Schmid (CALT 68-85 -- 1.111-

published) has shown that triangle diagrams corresponding to over-

lapping resonances do not produce an enhancement in the three particle 

system. This is based on the fact that the triangle diagram interferes' 

destructively with the corresponding diagram without rescattering. 
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14. For a T = 3/2 state v1e would expect a peak of - 100 events in the 

•'•+ + 
K ... 1T mass range 1.28 to 1.36 BeV. Experimentally we observe 2 events. 

15. We are thus speculating here that the A
1 

also consists of a sharp 

bona fide resonance peak sitting on a broad background due to the 

·'· Deck effect. The difference between the K'''(1320) and the case of 

the A 1 is that the A
1 

peak {it it is indeed a meson) is sitting right on 

top of the peak in the broader distribution due to the Deck mechanism. 

It is this feature of the presence of a peak in the kinematic enhance-

ment as well as a resonance at the same mass which has made 

interpretation of the.A1 phenomenon so complicated. 
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Table I.· Decay rates via vector plus pseudoscala:;:- 1nesons for the 

A
1 

nonet hypothesized in the text; 

~esonance Decay Experimental Matrix 
/ 

P/M~ 
mode decay rate, r ele1nent 

(MeV) 

;\1{_[080) piT - 125a ;.;.:-;2 
-J.- 0.205 

·'· ,•. 

80±20b 1.SH
2 K-··( .. ~320) K''-rr t 0.193 

cY( f 1 -u2 
• ~J.J. 0.'11 

L. b 1 - . 2e r-:rzc (;)~\. 6:!=6 .~Slll A--'-
l 

0.089 

-··. d r. . 20_T2 D(1286) :·K···K'' 40±i0a 0 Slll · 1-. 

... 
E(-'-·-.n· l ':!:.c.'~) 

K ... R 60±i0a 6cos 
2eH2 

0.076 

a. F~·c1n compilation by Rosenfeld et al., reference 18. 

b. This expc:;:>.~J.cnt. 

c. The v)-9 mi:-.:.::1g angle, 0
1

, is taken to be 40 de g. 

··-

Predicted 
r 

(MeV) -----
~25 input 

44 

26 

d 

d.· The D mass lies below· threshold for K'''R production. The si1nple 

phase-space estimate is thus not applicable.· . . 

e. A mixing angle of - 20 deg is obtained by using the Gell-Mann-Okubo 

formula linear ,in mass. This value of the mixing angle predicts a 

decay rate of- 60 Me.V for E _,.. K,;,R • 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

+ + -Fig. 1. (a) .Triangle plot of M(TI" p) vs M(K TI' ) for the reaction 

+ + - + . 
K p _,_ .K 1T TI' p. The two bands correspond to the K'•~o (890) and 

!=~++ . . . 
~ ( 1~36 ); (b) The projections in M(K

1 
TI' -). The hatched ;histogram ~.. 

*++ + 
corresponds to events in the N band. (c} M(K0 TI' ) distribution 

. + • + 
for the reaction K p- K 0 TI" p. The shaded histogram corresponds 

•'•j_j_ 

to. events .outside the :r('' ' band. 
. .. 

Fig~ 2. Invariant mass distribution of M(K···TI'} m 20-MeV intervals 

+ +-+ ·t + 
for events ,in the reactions K p - K TI' TI' p and K p _,.. K 0 TI'o TI' p with 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 

K selected but complementary N removed. The curve is the 

. contribut-ion due to Deck mechanism, no~ma1ized to our data • 
... 

Fig. 3. (a) and (b) M(K···TI') distributions in 40-:MeV intervals for the 

above reactions separately. (c) and (d) M(KTI"tr) distributions for 
... 

events outside theN-·· band with M(-rrir) respectively outside.and 

inside the p band.· The shaded histograms correspond to events 

'vith K~:~ ~election in addition. (e) and (f) M(K::~iT) distribution forK::~ 
-·· 

events outside the N-·· band ·with j cosetKK! ~ 0.8 and I cosetKK l < 0.8 

respectively. The curves correspond to the curve in Fig. 2 i·educed by a 

·factor of 2. The arrows in this figure indicate 1320 MeV and 1430 MeV 

respectively. . & 

Fig.· 4. For various mass regions of K-.-11' as specified, (a) the distribution 

of cosa.KK in the K,;, rest frame; (b) distribution of the momentum 

transfer to the K::~; (c) distribution of the momentwn-transfer to the 
... 

K .. , .. -rr s y~stem. 
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This report was prepared a~ an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with res~ect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminat~s, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






